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Blowing the Whistle on
Bad Profits |

BY FRED REICHHELD & ROB MARKEY

Too many companies can’t tell the difference between good profits and bad. The consequences are disastrous. Bad profits choke off a company’s best opportunities for true, lasting growth. They blacken its reputation and make it vulnerable to competitors.
By “bad profits” we mean profits
earned at the expense of customer
relationships. Whenever a customer
feels mistreated, those profits are
bad. Bad profits come from unfair or
misleading pricing, saving money by
delivering a poor customer experience, or extracting value from customers rather than creating value. At
many firms, more than 30% of customers fall under the category of bad
profits.
Good profits are dramatically different. A company earns good profits
when it so delights its customers that
they not only willingly come back
for more, but they also tell others to
do business with the company. Satisfied customers become, in effect,
part of the company’s marketing department. They become promoters.
A simple technique can help you
distinguish good profits from bad.
Ask your customers to answer what
we call “the ultimate question”: On a
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scale from zero to 10, how likely is it
that you would recommend this
company to a friend or a colleague?
The responses will help you tally a
metric known as Net Promoter®
Score (NPSSM). NPS has been shown
to correlate well not only with customer referrals and repurchases, but
also with companies’ growth rates.
Customer responses cluster into
three groups. The first group—
customers who give the company a
nine or 10—we call promoters. Customers in the second group, which
rates the company at seven or eight,
are “passively satisfied.” Detractors,
with ratings from zero to six, make
up the third group. A company’s
NPS is simply the percentage of promoters minus the percentage of
detractors.
Bain has found that companies
with the leading NPS in an industry
usually enjoy superior growth—
typically, more than 2.5 times the av-

erage growth rate of the competition.
How can a company raise its NPS?
First, by designing the right propositions for the right customers. A vital
step toward clarifying your priorities
is to quantify the average lifetime
value of your company’s promoters
and detractors, factoring in margins,
annual spend, cost efficiency, and referrals. Another step that will help is
to map your customers onto the grid
illustrated in Figure 1.
High-profit promoters, in the
upper right, love doing business with
you. These customers should be your
top long-term priority for strategic
investment and innovation. Your entire organization should focus on
delivering flawlessly to them. Too
often, however, customers in this
sector are taken for granted (no
squeaky wheels here). Inadvertently,
companies may be milking profitable promoters to fund solutions
for less-profitable customers.
In the 1980s, American Express
took the healthy profits from its core
travel-card business and financed an
expansion into financial services.
Within the card division, margins
from high-volume customers subsidized the acquisition of new customers outside the core business.

Figure 1: Customer NPS—Profitability Grid
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